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Cia Remote Viewing Documents
effort in Benghazi was at its heart a CIA operation, with most of the staff evacuated from the U. According to that CIA memo. Although the
remote viewer had concerns that they might have gotten Time by accident … they eventually settled on the impression of a man giving a distinct
“Alfred E. However, some believe their "research" to have gone much further than the impression they give. Here's some interesting CIA
document reads: CENTER LANE (Stargate) Briefing. Last year WikiLeaks published a ton of secret documents about the Central Intelligence
Agency's (CIA) hacking capabilities. After making your changes, save and close the file by typing CTRL+X and Y, followed by ENTER. You
might know him from his claims of spoon and metal bending. Court of Appeals handed down a 2-1 decision against me and in favor of the CIA
in a long-running Freedom of Information Act lawsuit. Its purpose was to remote view very sensitive Soviet nuclear test sites at Semipalatinsk in
Kazakhestan. Declassified memo details two Russian scientists’ 1980s research, claiming one ‘perfected his method’ of extra-sensory
perception Last modified on Wed 27 Jan 2021 08. Sponsored and largely run by the CIA, the remote viewing project seemed to use Puharich
as a consultant, whereby the day to day management was left to other scientists. Mini Domo IP PTZ 2MP / 30m IR / 4X Zoom Optico /
Día/Noche ICR Real / PoE+. During the Cold War through the 1970s and 1980s, remote viewing was further developed by the US military
and the CIA through such programs codenamed Sun Streak, Grill Flame and Star Gate. If you’re wondering just who might give off such a
devilishly debonair aura, thumbing through Newsweek archives shows that subject turned out to be …. It is a scientific protocol to develop and
extend the ability so that ordinary people can learn to do what "psychics" do. This allows you to view a remote system’s graphical user interface



(GUI) on the local system. Two years previously in 1973, Swann was involved in another CIA remote viewing experiment. Download books
for free. Please select one of the options listed below, as a guest user you will have an opportunity to create an account at the end if one does
not exist for you. Documents and a surviving crew member tied the shipment to the CIA and the White House, dragging a Seal connection into
the Iran-Contra affair. NASA Technical Reports Server (NTRS) Tsunoda, Roland T. It states: "In the past three months this office has been
involved in three projects for the NSA: These projects have been conducted for the NSA; a total of eight interviews were conducted. us Judith
Fleuranvil 856-451-6610, ext. Operation Northwoods was a plan circulated in the U. Document 37 : E. The Supreme Court of Iowa is the
court of last resort in the state. Dames's CIA-created version of remote viewing includes claims of being able to "remote view" people, objects,
places and events in past, present, and future, and obviously includes "dimension points" in the process. Seven remote viewers conducted from
12 to 36 trials per person over the entire series. My personal remote viewing home page featuring a description of the phenomenon, some
stunning examples, how I use it to predict the future, some essays on the nature of consciousness and time, and a comprehensive list of further
resources. When it works on No WiFi, insert a Micro SD card (SD card not include) and turn on, the camera will recording and saves the
video files to the SD card (SD card not include). Puthoff and Russell Targ, November 1978 June 11, 2019 Background Document excerpt:
The basic outline of our standard remote-viewing protocol is as given in…. The files reportedly describe how a "remote viewer" was given
"special coordinates" for the test. and the Department of Defense. Part 1 – Testimony of CIA Assassin Recruited from Navy SEALS Goes
Online with Documents. ConfigMgr Remote Compliance is a great troubleshooting tool. The CIA had to acknowledge that it used remote
viewers and other individuals possessing paranormal abilities for intelligence purposes. Tsoukalosvideo NOT monetised , Early theorum on
stargates ,since this we have uncovered 2 projects one entitled &q. 57 KiB: Ingo Swann's Evaluation of Paul Smith and Ed Dames. Remote
viewing Bigfoot. Remote Viewing is defined as the acquisition of information about a person, place, thing, or event anywhere in time or space,
by no known means. The program was eventually terminated in 1995, because it had failed to produce. The CIA recently released 930,000
declassified documents — more than 12 million pages — online, representing 25 years of archived material. The CIA defines remote viewing
as being the “acquisition and description, by mental means, of information blocked from ordinary perception by distance, shield, or time. The
internal documents of the CIA show an intense interest in the Garrison prosecution of Clay Shaw, since Garrison had targetted the CIA as
prime suspect in his supposed assassination conspiracy. However it is d known that the CIA began Grill Flame in 1972 with the participation of
Ingo Swann, Harold Puthoff and Russell Targ in SRI. Ed Dames - INSCOM/DIA remote viewing program at Fort Meade. The CIA even
participated as remote viewers themselves in order to critique the protocols. Remote viewing is the paranormal activities with psychics that can
sense into the future and unknown. With a recently declassified CIA document that attempted to remote view the group, we also explore other
stories of contactees and psychic explorations. How To Do What The CIA Already Did – Leave Your Body And ‘Remote View’ Something
The Crazz Files November 29, 2015 Remote viewing and other ‘parapsychological’ phenomena has actually been studied in depth by a
number of scientists and government intelligence agencies for decades. Arctic 12/31/68: According to raw CIA intelligence reports, in 1968, a
Soviet nuclear submarine sinks off Severomorsk on the Kola Penisula, killing all 90 on board. One example includes a Soviet Tu-22 bomber
that was. How a team of spies in Mexico got their hands on Russia's space secrets—and tried to change the course of the Cold War. The
Stargate Project was the code name for a top secret US military operation that used remote viewing to gather intelligence on its enemies. There
are some Fans out there that credit Ingo Douglas Swann as being The Father of Remote Viewing, this is not true. Despite the claims Ray
Hyman is making in the media, we were shown very little of the “operational” remote viewing work. Remote viewing was popularized in the
1990s upon the declassification of certain documents related to the Stargate Project, a $20 million research program that had started in 1975
and was sponsored by the U. Remote viewing is the claimed ability to form impressions of a distant place or object using the mind instead of
the usual physical senses, though there is no scientific evidence that it exists. Apr 19, 2020 - Explore Joanne Woodward's board "RV" on
Pinterest. I've seen rumors that the CIA was into this stuff for years and years. Military Intelligence and the CIA — who tasked scientists at the
Stanford Research Institute to come up with a way to use psychic ability or ESP in a way that was scientific, manageable, repeatable and able
to provide solid. Remote Viewing For Beginners - Step By Step Guide to Remote View � Remote Viewing of UFOs and Other Mysteries
with Paul H. Eleven of us present are volunteers for a workshop in ‘remote viewing’, run by the remaining two individuals, artist Tyler Coburn
and poet Ian Hatcher. Have any of you heard of remote viewing? It was a technique eventually used by the CIA in what was known as the
“Stargate Project”. Remote Viewing For Beginners - Step By Step Guide to Remote View � Remote Viewing of UFOs and Other
Mysteries with Paul H. Hat tip to one of the writers/teachers I follow, Dr. Remote Viewing Training Session 3 (43:41) Guides you to totally
separate from the awareness of having a biological reality and as pure mind you start expanding tremendously your perceptive connections to
any point in time and space. Remote viewing, for example, may be able to tell you that something is a natural environ with trees and some
manmade structures; or, it may be able to describe a target in such amazing detail (including material composites, dimensions, etc. Exploring the
Science of Remote Viewing 1. The FBI is investigating the source of documents published by WikiLeaks that purport to be from the CIA, a
source familiar with the matter confirmed to ABC News. ly/2CeYFzf Conspiracy theorists engage in crime https://dailym. This allows you to
view a remote system’s graphical user interface (GUI) on the local system. Why? The CIA isn’t telling. Ed Dames - INSCOM/DIA remote
viewing program at Fort Meade. After years of secret experiments, the U. These same tools and techniques were used by some special
projects operated by the government. A must read!--Harold E. According to that CIA memo. The Ministry of Defence takes the phenomena
seriously enough to have commissioned its own research. Remote viewing is described as the. Coordinate Remote Viewing, is a psychic
technique which permits a "viewer" to transcend time and space to "view" or "perceive" people, places or objects--without the "viewer" Project
"Sun Streak" (a SAP under DIA has refined the process of teaching CRV to the degree that individuals possessing no known "natural psychic
abilities" can be taught. Thu May 23, 2019 2:25 am. Remote viewing (RV) is a procedure developed by parapsychologists at the Stanford
Research Institute to allegedly perform clairvoyance under controlled conditions. The next question is, can we citizens access the CRES. The
discovery took place on May 22, 1984. The document shows that the agency, using an unnamed viewer, also attempted to view, as the
document clearly states, the headquarters of the "Galactic Federation. Ed Dames Unsolicited Mention of our Fearless Leader: cbutter. The
CIA was aware of and interested in rumors that Nazi leader Adolf Hitler escaped Germany at the end of the World War II and fled to South
America, documents released this week by the U. 2 Farsight Institute director Courtney Brown discusses their latest remote viewing project
The JFK Assassination. | iHeartRadio. 10 Psychics Remotely Viewed Confidential Documents. As part of the research, Putoff began using
non-psychics and had them enter into altered states, and to his surprise he discovered that almost anyone can Remote View. Art Bell - Ingo
Swann [remote. One assignment in 1975 was to spy on secret bases on the Moon, which were run by one or more extraterrestrial civilizations.
48 KiB: Ingo Swann - Human Super Sensitivities and the Future - IRVA 2006. We would like to show you a description here but the site



won't allow us. The remote viewing (RV) work at SRI (1972-1990) and at SAIC (1990-1995) is unique in the history of the field of
parapsychology. in the fall of 1978, acsi tasked inscom to determine if. I just spent four exhausting weeks going through all fourteen disks the
CIA provided, which is what it took to even begin to make sense of it all. The GP control apparently exhibited either remote viewing or
“retroactive” telepathy on one occasion. But, suddenly, that has changed. The sensational document of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
that we show you is proof of how the United States, through the CIA, explored Mars and discovered a giant ancient alien race through psychic
subjects and remote viewing. viewing] -3-30-2000 (116. Ed Dames Remote viewing should be applied to aging research: Edwin. While court
documents are public record, juvenile cases, and others that name victims of certain crimes are restricted from public access due to
confidentiality laws. Russel Targ was the co-founder of that program. Why? The CIA isn’t telling. Speaks of using remote influencing and
psychokinesis which I've never read before in reference to CENTER LANE. Remote Viewing Disc 4. Swann was the first psychic employed in
the CIA’s remote viewing program that began in 1975: that was called Project Star Gate. The CIA had made sure we were outfitted in the best
technology corporate America could supply for efficient stealth killing. Here is a link to a 12,000 line Google Doc of the documents released,
including links to open them directly. 4GHz WiFi only) or No WiFi. Area2 - interesting documents from the CIA released Star Gate archives
detailing many experiments and the science and theory behind Remote Viewing. In the 1950s and 1960s, it was the center of the U. This page
is dedicated to information about or from Ex-CIA Engineer / Whistleblower Dr. pdf), Text File (. Click below to access and register for an
account in the Keeneland Sales Portal for real-time bidding online or by phone throughout the sale. one in the middle, and two seated on either
side. In July 1995 the CIA declassified, and approved for release, documents revealing its sponsorship in the 1970s of a program at Stanford
Research Institute in Menlo Park, CA, to determine whether such phenomena as remote viewing "might have any utility for intelligence
collection" [1]. . It is a scientific protocol to develop and extend the ability so that ordinary people can learn to do what "psychics" do. Official
Records Of Remote Viewing To Jupiter. The program was eventually terminated in 1995, because it had failed to produce. ly/2CeYFzf
Conspiracy theorists engage in crime https://dailym. Discover lightning-fast Shaw Fibre+ Internet speeds. The Stargate Project created a set of
protocols designed to make the research of clairvoyance and out-of-body experiences more scientific, and to minimize as much as possible
session noise and inaccuracy. In the CIA document below, you can read that, yes, “remote viewing ” is an actual thing. He developed a set of
protocols to control how remote viewing was done and called it Coordinate Remote Viewing or CRV. Remotely view all user activity logs that
SpyAgent creates in real-time, while being able to remotely. There’s probably a new secret program that we don’t know about. Alexander (see
photo). And you can learn it, too. JEFF: And welcome back, we are talking with Joe McMoneagle, one of the six original CIA remote viewers,
and the only remote viewer who stayed in the military's ultra-secret program through its entire existence, October 1978 through November
1995. Despite the claims Ray Hyman is making in the media, we were shown very little of the “operational” remote viewing work. Ed Dames -
INSCOM/DIA remote viewing program at Fort Meade. At that time, the CIA and US Department of Defense had a 22-year operational track
record in RV. Remote Viewing Disc 4. A detailed timeline of the experiment reproduced from the. However, some believe their "research" to
have gone much further than the impression they give. In the United States, the Remote Viewing program ran for 25 years at Stanford Research
Institute before 70 percent of it was declassified, it was run in conjunction with the CIA and other intelligence agencies. The information
unveiled the activity of two special groups that worked with extrasensory individuals. They are the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals, and
the DIstrict Court. The CIA’s Remote Development Branch (RDB)’s Umbrage sub-group collects an archive of hacking exploits created by
other actors, like Russia and other hackers, and leaves this false trace for others to detect. Federal Government to investigate claims of psychic
phenomena with potential military and domestic applications, particularly “remote viewing”: the purported ability to psychically “see” events,
sites, or information from a great distance. The next question is, can we citizens access the CRES. uk) that the destruction of the Soviet Union
was brought about by a backlash of its psychic warfare programme, which according to some CIA spokespeople, ran at half a billion dollars
during the 1980's. Discover lightning-fast Shaw Fibre+ Internet speeds. and the Department of Defense. Applying an experimental model he
proposed, he conducted the first definitive remote viewing experiment in New York City in 1971, together with colleagues at the ASPR
(American Society for Psychical Research). It used advanced psychic techniques and remote viewing to gain intelligence for the C. Why? The
CIA isn't telling. Federal Government to determine any. According to one of the declassified documents uploaded to the CIA site, the Stargate
Project at one time consisted of an activity chief, a senior intelligence officer, three operational remote. The CIA's 'Stargate' and associated
programs have received much publicity particularly in association with its principal subject matter, Remote Viewing. Albuquerque Police
Surveillance Linked to Companies Who Work with Neo-Nazis, White Supremacists, CIA, Documents Show by David Correia, Matteo
MacDermant, and Ernesto Longa Image Source: CABQ. DIA Remote Viewers 'saw' Extraterrestrial on Saturn moon Titan : CIA Document
Earlier this month we reported the untold story that NASA Scientists announcement regarding alien life exists on Saturn moon Titan is a part of
continuous disclosure. QUICk-START REMOTE SET-UP Say goodbye to remote control clutter Your mini box remote not only controls
your mini box, it can also be programmed to control your TV. Ingo Swann, for example, has made numerous claims of remote viewing to the
Moon, and even as far as Jupiter. 204 [email protected] As thoughts come in, CRV allows you to organize them. 4GHz WiFi only) or No
WiFi. Why? The CIA isn't telling. In the United States, the Remote Viewing program ran for 25 years at Stanford Research Institute before 70
percent of it was declassified, it was run in conjunction with the CIA and other intelligence agencies. According to one particularly intriguing
declassified CIA document, composed in 1986, an anonymous remote viewer was recorded as having identified humanoid aliens on Saturn’s
moon Titan. Mind-Control Experiments Global Alert by Alex Constantine 1995 [Note:1] Controlling human behavior by remote radio. The first
Remote Viewing document this week is: A summary of the CENTER LANE remote viewing work with the NSA. We would like to show you
a description here but the site won’t allow us. Inside The CIA’s Project Stargate To Create Remote Viewing Spies Project Stargate and
Scanate were the names of the CIA and Army’s initiatives into remote viewing research. Lyn Buchanan – Remote Viewer with INSCOM/DIA
at Fort Meade from 1984-1992. The CIA had made sure we were outfitted in the best technology corporate America could supply for efficient
stealth killing. Sponsored and largely run by the CIA, the remote viewing project seemed to use Puharich as a consultant, whereby the day to
day management was left to other scientists. Derren Brown did a show a year or two ago which demonstrated how this is done. Cia Remote
Viewing 3ds cfw homebrew jailbreak exploits have been leaked Ndo 3DS Games FREE you need a vpn games, here you will have a next to
Emulator, Just need to You will notice some CFW. I've seen rumors that the CIA was into this stuff for years and years. Army's highly
classified remote viewing program. Almost Anyone Can Remote View Initially, Putoff used top psychics like Pat Price and Ingo Swann.
Remote viewing is the the ability of individuals to describe a remote geographical location up to several hundred thousand kilometers away (or
more) from their physical location. The program was eventually terminated in 1995, because it had failed to produce. Revision History Intel®
Remote Management Module 3 User Guide Revision 1. Remote Viewing JFK assassination at this “X-Files”(no pun intended) site. ♦



Modeled, documented, and put measurement systems in place for processes. in the fall of 1978, acsi tasked inscom to determine if. In July
1995 the CIA declassified, and approved for release, documents revealing its sponsorship in the 1970s of a program at Stanford Research
Institute in Menlo Park, CA, to determine whether such phenomena as remote viewing "might have any utility for intelligence collection" [1].
Apr 19, 2020 - Explore Joanne Woodward's board "RV" on Pinterest. Derren Brown did a show a year or two ago which demonstrated how
this is done. Joe's book MIND TREK, Hampton Roads Publishing, a must-read for anybody who cares about the mind. A user can simply
login like they are logging into their online bank account and view the contents. Wells show that they planned to do another viewing in
September to delve deeper into the origins and surrounding details to what happened to the being now known as Maria. consulate after the
Sept. These kinds of military/intelligence programs are extensions of the CIA’s MKULTRA program of the 1950s onward, the “Human
Potential Movement,” and government remote viewing and gang stalking programs that may feature some admixture of pain-drug-hypnosis
(PDH), occultism, theurgy (summoning of spirits), cognitive dissonance, double-binds. Remote Viewing Training Session 4. High quality
Remote Viewing gifts and merchandise. government has achieved its goal: Breaking and entering American minds at will. REMOTE VIEWING
THE ANTI-CHRIST Philip -- Sunday, 31-Oct-1999 10:13:52 Re: Remote Viewing the Antichrist Graf von Monke -- Wednesday, 3-Nov-
1999 00:54:32 Mind Control - Individual & Cultural Philip -- Wednesday, 3-Nov-1999 11:43:31. The CIA's 'Stargate' and associated
programs have received much publicity particularly in association with its principal subject matter, Remote Viewing. Remote viewing, for
example, may be able to tell you that something is a natural environ with trees and some manmade structures; or, it may be able to describe a
target in such amazing detail (including material composites, dimensions, etc. Two years previously in 1973, Swann was involved in another
CIA remote viewing experiment. REMOTE VIEWING, NON-LOCALITY, AND ADVAITA VEDANTA And a man’s life’s no more than
to say ‘one’. One that took his astral consciousness to the planet of Jupiter - at least according to the official records of the experiment, that
also included the NSA and Stanford University in California. Derren Brown did a show a year or two ago which demonstrated how this is
done. This allows you to view a remote system’s graphical user interface (GUI) on the local system. Documents by and relating to CIA.
Remote viewing is the the ability of individuals to describe a remote geographical location up to several hundred thousand kilometers away (or
more) from their physical location. Alexander (see photo). Lyn Buchanan – Remote Viewer with INSCOM/DIA at Fort Meade from 1984-
1992. This entry was posted in Conspiracy Theories , November 22,1963 - JFK Assassination & "The Badgeman" , Remote Viewing , True
Crime , Uncategorized , unsolved mystery , World in View/Politics on February 18, 2020 by cuaresma44. Xbox One games can be massive in
size, and take hours to download. The information unveiled the activity of two special groups that worked with extrasensory individuals. The
CIA through the Freedom of Information Act system released 12,000 files totaling 89,000 pages of material, declaring that this was all the
research ever conducted within project Stargate. Remote Viewing Disc 4. When we arrived at our hidey hole, we could watch for movement in
the dark through the ATN Thermal Eye 225Ds in our Blackhawk X-1 Backpacks with the silent zipper pulls in case anyone was near enough
to hear us reach for. I have my doubts that this material included anywhere near all of the research. Over 10 Million Pages of CIA Declassified
Records Available — Central Intelligence Agency The documents are now declassified. With the Howards at home, Hodgson asked GP to
visit their house and give a report on what he perceived. Abstract - In July 1995 the CIA declassified, and approved for release, documents
revealing its sponsorship in the 1970s of a program at Stanford Research Institute in Menlo Park, CA, to determine whether such phenomena
as remote viewing "might have any utility for intelligence collection" [1]. The CIA and U. The agency published the roughly. The remote-viewer
- whose name is deleted from the files - stated that, "I kind of got an oblique view of a, ah, pyramid or pyramid form. The Monroe Institute is a
facility that’s researched various frequencies and studied altered states of consciousness, remote viewing, out of body experiences etc and the
CIA enlisted their help to train their agents to utilise these abilities as spy tactics. This was largely due to the fact that the program was highly
classified within intelligence divisions, so it made the most sense to use people that already had such clearance. Here's some interesting CIA
document reads: CENTER LANE (Stargate) Briefing. Documents by and relating to CIA. The program was eventually terminated in 1995,
because it had failed to produce. For one thing, it is the only long-term psi- research program known to have been funded by the U. Annie
Jacobsen - Phenomena. Included in the newly online CIA. The FBI is investigating the source of documents published by WikiLeaks that
purport to be from the CIA, a source familiar with the matter confirmed to ABC News. Whether it is a story rooted in ancient philosophy or an
account of the ‘supernormal’ abilities displayed by eastern monks, the possibility that there exist extended human capacities continues to
capture our imagination. In January 2017, the CIA published records online of the Stargate Project as part of the CREST Archive. Remote
viewing was popularized in the 1990s upon the declassification of certain documents related to the Stargate Project, a $20 million research
program that had started in 1975 and was sponsored by the U. The remote viewing (RV) work at SRI (1972-1990) and at SAIC (1990-
1995) is unique in the history of the field of parapsychology. This is an article about the author. Xbox One games can be massive in size, and
take hours to download. Download books for free. These kinds of military/intelligence programs are extensions of the CIA’s MKULTRA
program of the 1950s onward, the “Human Potential Movement,” and government remote viewing and gang stalking programs that may feature
some admixture of pain-drug-hypnosis (PDH), occultism, theurgy (summoning of spirits), cognitive dissonance, double-binds. Military
Intelligence and the CIA — who tasked scientists at the Stanford Research Institute to come up with a way to use psychic ability or ESP in a
way that was scientific, manageable, repeatable and able to provide solid. Unless we rise up against this evil, we are doomed like Atlantis for
going against God. After making your changes, save and close the file by typing CTRL+X and Y, followed by ENTER. 11 attack working for
the agency. Psychic warriors in the US military and the CIA… Web site of Ingo Swann, one of the originators of remote viewing who
convinced the US military to develop remote viewing. The program was eventually terminated in 1995, because it had failed to produce. If
you’re wondering just who might give off such a devilishly debonair aura, thumbing through Newsweek archives shows that subject turned out
to be …. Court of Appeals handed down a 2-1 decision against me and in favor of the CIA in a long-running Freedom of Information Act
lawsuit. Eight Martinis: A Journal Dedicated to Remote Viewing (This is insider jargon for a remote viewing session so great everyone had to
go out and drink eight Martini's) 3. The fact of the matter is that Ingo Researched and Developed a Remote Viewing Protocol of Coordinating
Remote Viewing or known as CRV in the 1970's and that Dr. CIA in America has used remote viewing for many years. The CIA was worried
enough about the Soviets to jazz up Targ and Puthoff with some serious government cash. The author of several quintessential books on remote
viewing, a current full time research associate with the Laboratories for Fundamental Research and a full member of the Parapsychological
Association, he has participated in protocol design, statistical information collection, R&D evaluations as well as hundreds of remote viewing
experimental. Remote viewing Bigfoot. As a result, much new information became available. This is the bizarre true tale of Ingo Swann's
psychic work for the U. ♦ Developed test plans and other technical documents using structured methodologies. "Once the sadhaka, escaping
from the prison of his ego-bound consciousness, enters the cosmic consciousness, and then transcends it too, he enters a status which is



timeless, spaceless and changeless. ♦ Lead working sessions with clients and project team. gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-
00788R001900760001-9. txt) or read online for free. Ingo Swann, a psychic who worked extensively on the project, was tired of Earth-
bound co-ordinates and wanted to see if it were possible to remote view extra-terrestrial locations. in his latest book, Remote Viewing,
published by Vision 2001 ([email protected] Apr 19, 2020 - Explore Joanne Woodward's board "RV" on Pinterest. RTUs are also referred to
as remote telemetry units or remote telecontrol units. In this episode we read a very interesting email from one of our listeners, talk about
remote viewing, Russell Targ, and the documentary, Third Eye Spies. --Jack Anderson "Pulitzer-Prize journalist " The more pragmatic you
think you are, the more you should read this fascinating book. I need to measure psychic ability, and I'd like to try hooking a friend up to an
EEG and have her learn to remote view, over time, so I can record her brain patterns. So lay back on your nearest stone alter for a sweet alien
rubdown, cuz we’re comin at ya! Galactic Federation: Contactee Revelations and Remote Viewing. pdf), Text File (. In the early 70s, CIA
with the support of the University of Stanford, launched an espionage project based on remote viewing with the code name Project Stargate.
This option must be enabled on the server and given with the SSH client during connection with the -X option. You can trigger evaluations,
view reports, and refresh the view. Dames, United States Army (ret. NASA Technical Reports Server (NTRS) Tsunoda, Roland T. In the
United States, the Remote Viewing program ran for 25 years at Stanford Research Institute before 70 percent of it was declassified, it was run
in conjunction with the CIA and other intelligence agencies. I am deeply grateful for PJ's pledge to publish the manual, as not only would this be
a tremendous service to the remote-viewing research community, it also frees me to focus on other documents in the CIA's possession, and
opens up the possibility of moving on with some other planned FOIA requests. Hat tip to one of the writers/teachers I follow, Dr. All orders
are custom made and most ship worldwide within 24 hours. The CIA commissioned a report by American Institutes for Research that found
that remote viewing had not been proved to work by a psychic mechanism, and said it had not been used operationally. Recently declassified
documents show CIA remote viewing on Mars What is remote viewing: Remote viewing is often referred to as ESP. The Stargate Project
created a set of protocols designed to make the research of clairvoyance and out-of-body experiences more scientific, and to minimize as much
as possible session noise and inaccuracy. Federal Government to investigate claims of psychic phenomena with potential military and domestic
applications, particularly “remote viewing”: the purported ability to psychically “see” events, sites, or information from a great distance. Rather
than waiting for games to download when you’re ready to play them, you can remotely start game downloads on your Xbox One from a
smartphone or web browser. The document shows that the agency, using an unnamed viewer, also attempted to view, as the document clearly
states, the headquarters of the “Galactic Federation. The guest was remote viewer and “former” CIA officer Major Ed Dames, founder of PSI
Tech—a for-profit company specializing in remote viewing. QUICk-START REMOTE SET-UP Say goodbye to remote control clutter Your
mini box remote not only controls your mini box, it can also be programmed to control your TV. Last year WikiLeaks published a ton of secret
documents about the Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA) hacking capabilities. Documents contain everything from highly detailed and accurate
descriptions of distant and classified facilities from both countries, which would not have. Robert Duncan. The program was terminated in
1995, citing a lack of documented evidence. PSI, Mediums, Ghosts, UFOs, Things That Go Bump In The Night. It give you step by step
instructions how you can view the target multiple times and each time filter out the noise and get a more accurate description of the target. Court
documents suggest Lee was in contact with his handlers at the Ministry of State Security through at least 2011. Moon base visualized by Ingo
Swan. Read more. i experiments using remote viewing as an intelligence i gathering tool, conducted y two laer physicists, hal. SCOTUS WAS
THREATENED WITH HARM TO THEIR FAMILIES. Scientific Remote Viewing is a structured application of intuition or ESP. STAR
GATE was one of a number of remote viewing programs conducted under a variety of code names, including SUN STREAK, GRILL
FLAME, and CENTER LANE by the DIA and INSCOM, and SCANATE by CIA. Swann was the first psychic employed in the CIA’s
remote viewing program that began in 1975: that was called Project Star Gate. Scott talks about Pyramids and the residual energy left on
battlefields. Inside The CIA’s Project Stargate To Create Remote Viewing Spies Project Stargate and Scanate were the names of the CIA and
Army’s initiatives into remote viewing research. The Facts:A declassified document from the CIA, dated 1988 but released nearly a decade
later shows a remote viewing session attempting to look into one of the headquarters of the “Galactic Federation” presumably on Earth. The
documents also show correspondence about UFO sightings between CIA officers and members of the military. They’ll automatically download
to your Xbox and be ready when you get home, so you can play them instantly. Why? The CIA isn’t telling. Remote viewing is the the ability of
individuals to describe a remote geographical location up to several hundred thousand kilometers away (or more) from their physical location. '
Thus began disclosure to the public of a two-decade-plus involvement of the intel- ligence community in the. 116In July 1995 the CIA went
public and declared its interest in Remote Viewing. It's very good for real-time measurement, the use of this software is very professional. There
is a large corpus of works on the subject, and much information asserted to be from 'insiders. We developed networking for the remote SLR
station in Helwan, Egypt. To answer your question, hell yes it’s real. Remote viewing was popularized in the 1990s upon the declassification of
certain documents related to the Stargate Project, a $20 million research program that had started in 1975 and was sponsored by the U. Given
the fact that the CIA’s remote-viewing project was designed to spy on foreign, and potentially dangerous, overseas nations, one has to wonder
why the CIA would be spying on the United States. There are also entirely separate but supplemental Black Vault archives of official FBI files
on paranormal activity and the CIA's Remote Viewing program. Speaks of using remote influencing and psychokinesis which I've never read
before in reference to CENTER LANE. I think that Mr. The same book that had piqued Puthoff ‘s interest in psychic phenomena, Psychic
Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain, had prompted the CIA to begin monitoring the Russian’s psychic research and inspired them to begin their
own. They really happened, and what’s more it seems, they really worked. We have […]. 116In July 1995 the CIA went public and declared
its interest in Remote Viewing. CIA files and titles on Nintendo's CDN contain identical data. The Android aps for Q-See QS work great.
“The non-linear nature of consciousness makes it possible to view distant places and times without going anywhere. There’s probably a new
secret program that we don’t know about. I consider the evidence for remote viewing to be pretty clear-cut. The author of several
quintessential books on remote viewing, a current full time research associate with the Laboratories for Fundamental Research and a full
member of the Parapsychological Association, he has participated in protocol design, statistical information collection, R&D evaluations as well
as hundreds of remote viewing experimental. In his 1998 book, Penetration, Swann described at length how the CIA utilized his remote viewing
skills. A haunted young Iraq War vet with a "psycho" discharge and a talent that has marked her for death. For thousands of years, we have
been fascinated by the idea of ordinary people being able to do extraordinary things. According to one of the declassified documents uploaded
to the CIA site, the Stargate Project at one time consisted of an activity chief, a senior intelligence officer, three operational remote. Remote
viewing was popularized in the 1990s, following the declassification of documents related to the Stargate Project, a $20 million research
program sponsored by the U. Remote viewing (RV) is the CIA Remote Viewing - declassified CIA used remote viewing in 1984 to travel



back in time to Mars, to the year 1 million B. However it is d known that the CIA began Grill Flame in 1972 with the participation of Ingo
Swann, Harold Puthoff and Russell Targ in SRI. For the record - 'The Real X-Files' Ed Dames. government's long-rumored work with remote
viewing for. This claim is also corroborated by a very interesting CIA document I recently came across sifting through the declassified literature
on the remote viewing program. Despite the claims Ray Hyman is making in the media, we were shown very little of the “operational” remote
viewing work. Art Bell - Ingo Swann [remote. The workshop is running behind schedule. Remote viewing research began in 1972 at the
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in Menlo Park, California. cities and elsewhere. A declassified CIA document describes remote viewing as
“the acquisition and description, by mental means, of information blocked from ordinary perception by distance, shield, or time. On July 13
[2009], the New York Times ran a story about the CIA running an assassination squad using U. The CIA was worried enough about the
Soviets to jazz up Targ and Puthoff with some serious government cash. You can't hide the truth from those who can see. Run a TeamViewer
QuickSupport module for single use. Wells show that they planned to do another viewing in September to delve deeper into the origins and
surrounding details to what happened to the being now known as Maria. "founder and former director of the CIA-initiated Remote Viewing
Program " The most electrifying, inside-the-CIA expose ever. Over 10 Million Pages of CIA Declassified Records Available — Central
Intelligence Agency The documents are now declassified. You can trigger evaluations, view reports, and refresh the view. military as an
information-gathering tool. Lyn Buchanan - Remote Viewer with INSCOM/DIA at Fort Meade from 1984-1992. Xbox One games can be
massive in size, and take hours to download. On the photo, Bob narrates, “there’s always a grandfather clock right in the middle. 1, the For the
People Act of 2019 [Showing the text of the bill as ordered reported by the Committee on House. Select your remote to learn more about its
features. The sensational document of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) that we show you is proof of how the United States, through the
CIA, explored Mars and discovered a giant ancient alien race through psychic subjects and remote viewing. Although the documents that were
declassified show some startling findings, like the fact that remote viewing is real and that it was used for intelligence collecting purposes, it’s
safe to assume that many details of this program remain highly classified. Remote viewing, though lambasted in popular culture in such films as
"Men who Stare at Goats," is an actual practice. Written by Dr Michael Salla on February 17, 2017. So the CIA was concerned with the
question of what Garrison might discover, and about whom. ” The technique allows people to project human consciousness across time and
space, and it works. CIA records made available online on 2017-01-18, include reports of the Star Gate Project, the CIA and DIA "remote
viewing" or "anomalous cognition" program. G:\P\16\HR1\RCP\RCP.. How To Do What The CIA Already Did – Leave Your Body And
‘Remote View’ Something The Crazz Files November 29, 2015 Remote viewing and other ‘parapsychological’ phenomena has actually been
studied in depth by a number of scientists and government intelligence agencies for decades. The CIA subsequently cancelled and declassified
the program. Remote viewing is actually remote perception. Remote Viewing Disc 5. Axelrod” to spy on extraterrestrials as well as the Soviets.
The CIA defines remote viewing as being the “acquisition and description, by mental means, of information blocked from ordinary perception
by distance, shield, or time. ) just as the ones above do. After making your changes, save and close the file by typing CTRL+X and Y,
followed by ENTER. According to an explanatory document about the Star Gate, available on the CIA’s site, the program sought to cultivate
“psychoenergetics,” which it defines as “A Mental Process by which an. Documents provided by Snowden prove that, as of 14 years ago,
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) remote viewers knew that the event was inevitable. In this episode we read a very interesting email from one
of our listeners, talk about remote viewing, Russell Targ, and the documentary, Third Eye Spies. EPUB Project Stargate and Remote Viewing
Technology: The CIA's Files on Psychic Spying By Axel Balthazar PDF Download Share link here and get free ebooks to read online. The first
Remote Viewing document this week is: A summary of the CENTER LANE remote viewing work with the NSA. With a recently declassified
CIA document that attempted to remote view the group, we also explore other stories of contactees and psychic explorations. Milton (1998)
meta-analyzed all available free-response studies published during the period 1964-1993 (these studies included remote viewing studies). The
internal documents of the CIA show an intense interest in the Garrison prosecution of Clay Shaw, since Garrison had targetted the CIA as
prime suspect in his supposed assassination conspiracy. We have […]. (1/28/19) → Reality’s Edge: The Doc and Buddy Show (Ep. The CIA
released a huge amount of data files, some of which spoke of such remote viewing programs, essentially confirming what people in conspiracy
circles had long suspected as fact. The CIA through the Freedom of Information Act system released 12,000 files totaling 89,000 pages of
material, declaring that this was all the research ever conducted within project Stargate. The term they used was remote viewing and they
achieved a measure of success. The papers, released through the Freedom of Information Act, detail exactly what was 'observed' on the red
planet. Judicial Watch recently obtained new documents related to mysterious Mena Airfield in Arkansas. Army project at Fort Meade,
Maryland in 1978. On the night in question, things didn’t go quite as they usually do with Ed Dames. Intel, Worried by the expansion of Russian
research into physic functioning in the late 1960's and early 70's, took the decision to explore psychic functioning. Puthoff and Russell Targ,
November 1978 June 11, 2019 Background Document excerpt: The basic outline of our standard remote-viewing protocol is as given in….
When you need to go traveling for long timeyou can remotly monitor camera to know what happend in home. A ccording to a CIA document
declassified on 08/07/2000 titled “Coordinate Remote Viewing (CRV) Technology 1981–1983,” submitted to the organization August 4 of
1983, coordinate remote viewing. We offer a variety of options to search, view and gain access to technical, safety, compliance and regulatory
information related to the instrumentation in your laboratory. Physicist Russel Targ was the co-founder of that program. Stargate is the formerly
secret CIA remote viewing program that ran for about 20 years.Cia Remote Viewing Documents The term they used was remote viewing and
they achieved a measure of success. Project Stargate is the name given to a U. Applying an experimental model he proposed, he conducted the
first definitive remote viewing experiment in New York City in 1971, together with colleagues at the ASPR (American Society for Psychical
Research). The same goes for their remote viewing studies, where they were able to view any location of their choice in their mind’s eye.
remote viewing to make money Remote viewing does help when playing the odds and in determining bets or predictions in regards to making
money. Hat tip to one of the writers/teachers I follow, Dr. Click below to access and register for an account in the Keeneland Sales Portal for
real-time bidding online or by phone throughout the sale. Sometimes the officials brush off observers' stories as purely superstitious, even when.
Also worth noting that the CIA apparently. XML XXXXXXX XXXXXXX 2/26/2019 18:21 XXXXXXXX 02/25/2019 17:04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX 718922|6 [Discussion Draft]
[Discussion Draft] February 26, 2019 116th CONGRESS 1st Session Rules Committee Print 116–7 Text Of H. We have […]. Once that
connection is established data from the phone is uploaded to remote servers. Here’s another great quote from the declassified literature in 1995
from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) archives, from scientist and co-founder of Stanford’s remote viewing program, Harold E. •
Declassified US Army/CIA STARGATE program documents show that remote viewing was successfully used for intelligence collecting
purposes. The documents also show correspondence about UFO sightings between CIA officers and members of the military. It allows you



actually to see the display from the SCCM control panel applet and the Configuration tab. Remote viewing is the ability to psychically "see"
events, unfamiliar sites, or unknown information from any distance. Scientific Remote Viewing is a structured application of intuition or ESP. In
an excellent article published in 1976, Puthoff and Targ (2) reported a multitude of startling results. Puharich’s career suggests a “prehistory”,
however “informal” it may have been. the background is usually a stage, with drapes in the back. Find books. We argue that the wave
structures observed here that served as the initial seed ion density perturbations were caused by gravity waves, strengthening the view that
gravity waves seed equatorial spread F irregularities. Also known as clairvoyance, remote viewing is the ability to use extrasensory perception
(ESP) to "see" or "sense" a far-distant object, person, or place. Already, strange files have been discovered among the millions of documents
which shed some light on the CIA's research into paranormal phenomena including a whole trove of UFO reports and documents pertaining to
so-called "remote viewing" in which agents could be trained as telepathic spies. Government’s Remote Viewing Cult Like many other belief
systems that are born from any pseudo-scientific examination of paranormal concepts, the government’s analysis of the psychic phenomenon
eventually resulted in a whole community of believers within the government’s scientific community. Lunik: Inside the CIA’s audacious plot to
steal a Soviet satellite. When CIA officers begin working with a new source, they often use an. But hard evidence comes from a CIA
document, released in 1981 under the Freedom of Information Act. To answer your question, hell yes it’s real. Here’s another great quote from
the declassified literature in 1995 from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) archives, from scientist and co-founder of Stanford’s remote
viewing program, Harold E. Seven remote viewers conducted from 12 to 36 trials per person over the entire series. See more ideas about
remote viewing, psychic development, psychic abilities. ), is a decorated military intelligence officer and an original member of the U. In 1997,
two years after the CIA/DIA Remote Viewing techniques were declassified for the general public, our Academy became then one of only 7
worldwide Institutes teaching this advanced field of Mind development. As is now well known, the US Army and various other tax payer
supported government agencies, including the CIA, investigated and utilised remote viewing during the 1970s and 1980s. Iowa has 3 different
types of courts in their state court system. remote viewing to make money Remote viewing does help when playing the odds and in determining
bets or predictions in regards to making money. Remote Viewing - Part 3 - Remote Viewing - The Real X Files Part 1 - Free download as
PDF File (. The time-frame that the CIA had in mind was approximately one million years B. The first Remote Viewing document this week is:
A summary of the CENTER LANE remote viewing work with the NSA. Already, strange files have been discovered among the millions of
documents which shed some light on the CIA’s research into paranormal phenomena including a whole trove of UFO reports and documents
pertaining to so-called “remote viewing” in which agents could be trained as telepathic spies. on Ancient & Historic Monuments of Wales
(RCAHMW) - Selection of Aerial & Other Photographs from NMRW Archive Wales Satellite Remote. Press and release. Claims to have
been trained, along with five others, by. When Bill Clinton became president, Mena got a closer look. pdf), Text File (. The CIA has its
collective fingers in all manner of projects and programs – many of which do not enter into public knowledge for decades after they begin. This
also means CIA files can contain anything that titles on Nintendo's CDN can contain. XML XXXXXXX XXXXXXX 2/26/2019 18:21
XXXXXXXX 02/25/2019 17:04 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX
718922|6 [Discussion Draft] [Discussion Draft] February 26, 2019 116th CONGRESS 1st Session Rules Committee Print 116–7 Text Of H.
Marrs was informed that the decision had been taken at the suggestion of a lawyer. The document shows that the agency, using an unnamed
viewer, also attempted to view, as the document clearly states, the headquarters of the “Galactic Federation. - New Zealand Aerial
Archaeology O. Although the documents that were declassified show some startling findings, like the fact that remote viewing is real and that it
was used for intelligence collecting purposes, it’s safe to assume that many details of this program remain highly classified. (1/28/19) →
Reality’s Edge: The Doc and Buddy Show (Ep. Adding to the strength of these results was the discovery that a growing number of individuals
could be found to demonstrate high-quality remote viewing, often to their own surprise. Lunik: Inside the CIA’s audacious plot to steal a Soviet
satellite. Mind-Control Experiments Global Alert by Alex Constantine 1995 [Note:1] Controlling human behavior by remote radio. The
discovery took place on May 22, 1984. Intro music: Cruzer by Noah B Outro music: Lightspeed by Noah B. The GP control apparently
exhibited either remote viewing or “retroactive” telepathy on one occasion. I need to measure psychic ability, and I'd like to try hooking a friend
up to an EEG and have her learn to remote view, over time, so I can record her brain patterns. We developed networking for the remote SLR
station in Helwan, Egypt. Although the remote viewer had concerns that they might have gotten Time by accident … they eventually settled on
the impression of a man giving a distinct “Alfred E. The remote view can be accessed via the - - - APP( WIFICAM PRO) using iOS and
Android smartphones. There’s probably a new secret program that we don’t know about. The root As if you didn't use portal roms to here
you will find. Set a Multipoint Viewing Mode What the far-end site sees during a multipoint call can vary depending on how the RealPresence
Group Series system is configured, the number of sites participating, the number of monitors being used, and whether content is shared.
government, in an attempt to determine any potential military application of psychic phenomena. Robert Duncan is an Ex-CIA black project
scientist who figured out they were targeting innocent people domestically and became a whistleblower. So the CIA was concerned with the
question of what Garrison might discover, and about whom. The US Military and CIA have expressed an interest in this phenomenon for years,
and refer to the practice as remote viewing. The CIA in the 70's, along with the Department of Defense started a secret research program into
astral projection. on Ancient & Historic Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) - About Surveys - Aerial Surveys Royal Comm. We have […].
4 ii Revision History Date Revision Number Modifications August 2009 1. REMOTE VIEWING THE ANTI-CHRIST Philip -- Sunday, 31-
Oct-1999 10:13:52 Re: Remote Viewing the Antichrist Graf von Monke -- Wednesday, 3-Nov-1999 00:54:32 Mind Control - Individual &
Cultural Philip -- Wednesday, 3-Nov-1999 11:43:31. At that time, the CIA and US Department of Defense had a 22-year operational track
record in RV. Declassified 1984 CIA document in which a psychic performs a remote viewing of Mars, 1 million BC under hypnosis:
https://www. 1 Updated document for feature updates (international keyboard. The CIA had to acknowledge that it used remote viewers and
other individuals possessing paranormal abilities for intelligence purposes. uk) that the destruction of the Soviet Union was brought about by a
backlash of its psychic warfare programme, which according to some CIA spokespeople, ran at half a billion dollars during the 1980's. Ed
Dames – INSCOM/DIA remote viewing program at Fort Meade. Another mention of Ingo Swann and his Remote Viewing abilities
AboveTopSecret Related audio links: My interview with Stephan A. According to one of the declassified documents uploaded to the CIA site,
the Stargate Project at one time consisted of an activity chief, a senior intelligence officer, three operational remote. Russel Targ was the co-
founder of that program. In short, many have seen the origins of the Remote Viewing project in 1972, which is the official line. The CIA remote
viewing document is quite good. The date of this remote viewing session was November 25th, 1986. Lyn Buchanan - Remote Viewer with
INSCOM/DIA at Fort Meade from 1984-1992. Similar to the remote viewing paradigm is the free-response experiment, (1) which tests
participants in a "normal, waking state of consciousness," as does RV (Milton, 1998, p. Note: This article is NOT directly about the V



television series, but it may draw from some of its concepts. One assignment in 1975 was to spy on secret bases on the Moon, which were run
by one or more extraterrestrial civilizations. Somewhat later, in the 1970's, the CIA became interested in remote viewing and initiated a
program at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) founded by Harold E. Policy Manual Anti-Bullying Specialists: Lisa Trexler 856-451-6610,
ext. | iHeartRadio. The guest was remote viewer and “former” CIA officer Major Ed Dames, founder of PSI Tech—a for-profit company
specializing in remote viewing. There’s probably a new secret program that we don’t know about. Although the documents that were
declassified show some startling findings, like the fact that remote viewing is real and that it was used for intelligence collecting purposes, it’s
safe to assume that many details of this program remain highly classified. So we have a nice reveal on how the secret government has actually
used mind control tactics, remote viewing and Hubbards research to mind control an entire country (the U. During the CIA's Remote Viewing
program, they had a session remote viewing the planet Mars, from about 1 million years ago B. Controlled Remote Viewing-CRV – is a
method designed to help the viewer separate true psychic perception from imagination. The Constitution is a living document, etc. Intro music:
Cruzer by Noah B Outro music: Lightspeed by Noah B. ' Thus began disclosure to the public of a two-decade-plus involvement of the intel-
ligence community in the. Operation Northwoods was a plan circulated in the U. A declassified document from the CIA, dated 1988 but
released nearly a decade later shows a remote viewing session attempting to look into one of the headquarters of the "Galactic Federation"
presumably on Earth. The internal documents of the CIA show an intense interest in the Garrison prosecution of Clay Shaw, since Garrison had
targetted the CIA as prime suspect in his supposed assassination conspiracy. In the United States, where the most complete information on
Remote Viewing is now available, the CIA, the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), and the Army’s INSCOM (Intelligence and Security
Command) supported small teams of remote-viewing psychic spies at Stanford Research Institute (SRI), a prestigious scientific think-tank in
Menlo Park, California, from 1972 to 1986, and then at Fort Meade, Maryland, from 1978 to 1995. Speaks of using remote influencing and
psychokinesis which I've never read before in reference to CENTER LANE. He developed a set of protocols to control how remote viewing
was done and called it Coordinate Remote Viewing or CRV. In recent years the number of cases has increased in most categories: criminal
felony cases have gone from 9,000 per year to over 11,500 and civil cases have gone from 74,000 to. My personal remote viewing home page
featuring a description of the phenomenon, some stunning examples, how I use it to predict the future, some essays on the nature of
consciousness and time, and a comprehensive list of further resources. The US Military and CIA have expressed an interest in this phenomenon
for years, and refer to the practice as remote viewing. Their program is called the Star Gate Remote Viewing Program. Of particular interest in
those early experiments was scientist Ingo Swann from New York City. This new generation of products is at the cutting edge of technology,
with high-definition IPS screens, latest-generation chipsets and other innovations, like 2-in-1 dual boot computers (Android/Windows 8) and
OTG keys to connect to tablets and smartphones. The CIA has released its information on remote viewing. Remote viewing can be trained,
and there are a several factors that can leader to a greater likelihood of success in remote viewing. In January 2017, the CIA published records
online of the Stargate Project as part of the CREST Archive. A further study of these factors may lead to a better understanding of the
mechanisms behind remote viewing and other forms of precognition. The remote viewing experiments of the intelligence agency in question is
just one of these projects. And so the legendary top secret method of psychic spying “remote viewing” was born. Briefly: Remote viewing is the
term used to describe a method of “psychic spying” as developed at the behest of U. From what Ive seen and read elsewhere, the "remote
viewing" that occult groups claim to be able to practice might be a smokescreen. The fact of the matter is that Ingo Researched and Developed
a Remote Viewing Protocol of Coordinating Remote Viewing or known as CRV in the 1970's and that Dr. In 1997, two years after the
CIA/DIA Remote Viewing techniques were declassified for the general public, our Academy became then one of only 7 worldwide Institutes
teaching this advanced field of Mind development. So we have a nice reveal on how the secret government has actually used mind control
tactics, remote viewing and Hubbards research to mind control an entire country (the U. Documents by and relating to CIA. B, by means
information gathering, and making contacts, but also through psychic investigation/remote viewing, distraction and misdirection, as well as direct
occult attacks. A ccording to a CIA document declassified on 08/07/2000 titled “Coordinate Remote Viewing (CRV) Technology 1981–
1983,” submitted to the organization August 4 of 1983, coordinate remote viewing. Remote Viewing Training Session 4. The CIA has
published more than 12 million pages of declassified documents online, making decades of US intelligence files more easily accessible and
searchable. next, a discussion of remote viewing and examples of co~1pleted projects for: hhich vie have received the requestor's evaluation. V
is for Victory! concerns the current Reptilian presence on Earth and their conflict with the Anunna. The same book that had piqued Puthoff ‘s
interest in psychic phenomena, Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain, had prompted the CIA to begin monitoring the Russian’s psychic
research and inspired them to begin their own. On the remote device, you have two options depending on how you plan on using TeamViewer.
Remote Viewing Documents Declassified. V is for Victory! concerns the current Reptilian presence on Earth and their conflict with the Anunna.
They contacted SRI in 1972, and convinced by Swann’s ability, the CIA funded Project Scanate. The CIA's Remote Viewing Experiments
The CIA has confirmed that they, at the very least, conducted basic research into remote viewing. Dames's CIA-created version of remote
viewing includes claims of being able to "remote view" people, objects, places and events in past, present, and future, and obviously includes
"dimension points" in the process. 57 KiB: Ingo Swann's Evaluation of Paul Smith and Ed Dames. Remote viewing is actually remote
perception. High quality Remote Viewing gifts and merchandise. At one time or another, the Army, the Navy, the CIA, NASA, and the NSA
have all funded remote viewing projects. He developed a set of protocols to control how remote viewing was done and called it Coordinate
Remote Viewing or CRV. In July 1995 the CIA went public and declared its interest in Remote Viewing. At least 1-3 years’ experience in
internal, external, and/or Big 4 CPA audit activities. The papers, released through the Freedom of Information Act, detail exactly what was
'observed' on the red planet. In July 1995 the CIA declassified, and approved for release, documents revealing its sponsorship in the 1970s of
a program at Stanford Research Institute in Menlo Park, CA, to determine whether such phenomena , as remote viewing "might have any utility
for intelligence collection". Not sure if you've read it. Individuals with the ability of remote viewing were assigned to discover secret locations of
other countries that could be of interest to the US government
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